
Line Design Rubric 

Category Description Score 

Precision & 
Neatness 

The lines themselves are executed well: 

 All lines are drawn precisely.  

 All lines are evenly spaced.  

 There are no excess lines or eraser marks. 

 

___/4 

Color For line designs with dots medium or far apart (½ cm or greater, ¼ inch or greater): 

 The squares in the line design are colored in 

 There is an interesting color scheme (like a checkerboard pattern), not 
just solid blocks of color 

 The coloring is neat & not sloppy  
  For line designs with dots especially close together (like ¼ cm or 1/8 inch): 

 You do not have to color in the squares, BUT: 

 You must use different colored pens or thin markers to make an 
interesting color scheme using the lines themselves 

 
___/4 

Design The overall design takes some effort and is not overly simple. 
 

 

___/2 
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TOTAL 

___/10 

 

***Bonus points may be given for especially creative/well done line designs!!!*** 

 

Name: ____________________________ 

DUE: Wednesday, 5/1 
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